The premier provider of reservoir valuation, characterization, and analytics to the oil and gas industry.

NUTECH Energy Alliance, Ltd. provides reservoir characterization services (including
petrophysical, engineering, geological, and core analysis services) to the oil and gas
industry. NUTECH provides a range of reservoir solutions from single well analysis to fulleld development. Solutions are provided from initial exploration through asset
divestiture.
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NUTECH Secures multi-million-dollar
contract with Tatweer

Source: Mees.com Weekly Energy, Economic & Geopolitical Outlook Vol. 16. No. 14 06.April.2018

Tatweer has awarded NUTECH a multi-million-dollar contract after appraisal and review
of unconventional resources. In September 2017, Tatweer contracted NUTECH to
"evaluate, forecast and optimize the completion and stimulation of BAPCO's first
unconventional offshore well with lateral drilling and multi-stage proppant fracking".
NUTECH CEO Steve Roth held talks with the Minister of Energy and the CEO of
Tatweer in April 2018, reviewing the study and finalizing the 3-year contract. State
News agency BNA says the reserves “dwarf Bahrain’s current reserves.” Energy
Minister Shaikh Muhammad Al Khalifa says the discovery has some 80bn barrels oil in
place and 13.7tcf gas in place. The April meeting identified eight projects that will
involve several of NUTECH’s business units. These projects will characterize the
reservoirs, including identifying natural fractures, build 3D geomodels, history match
production, optimize and forecast future production and estimate single well economics
and overall asset value. NUTECH is a premier global provider of reservoir evaluation,
characterization, and analytics to the oil and gas industry. See “Bahrain Eyes
Unconventional Oil for Economic Reboot” for more information.

NUTECH Energy Alliance has been an industry recognized name in
unconventional resources for over 10 years. Our experience includes
every US unconventional basin plus we have analyzed unconventional
basins in Canada, Mexico, the UK, the Netherlands, Poland,
Argentina, Pakistan, and Bahrain. That global footprint is continuing
to grow in a big way in 2018 and beyond.
Bahrain recently announced an 80 billion barrel unconventional
resource discovery. Bahrain’s current reserve base is estimated at 125
million barrels, comparable with Cuba, per the CIA World Factbook. If
only 10% of the resource is recoverable, that would yield a greater
than 6000% increase in their reserves generating critical revenue and
investment for decades to come.
To date, only one producing well exists with two more to be added this
summer in the Hanifa and Tuwaiq Mountain formations. As such,
Bahrain needs to re ne the full potential of the resource over the
coming years to maximize the impact of such a discovery for their
people and economy. One piece of this re nement has been sought via
NUTECH.
NUTECH has entered into an extended contract with Tatweer
Petroleum to provide reservoir characterization, completion
engineering, geologic and reservoir modeling, as well as resource
development. We are very excited to bring our wealth of geologic and
engineering experience to assist Bahrain in this new and exciting time
in their energy industry.
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NUTECH digging deeper into the Bakken.
Recent advanced evaluation work completed by NUTECH in the Bakken suggests that
you do not want to underestimate the change in frac height growth in your reservoir due
to lateral well placement. To many, a small change in lateral placement would be
dismissed as insigni cant. Combining advanced reservoir characterization (NUTECH’s
NULOOK/Geomechanical) with detailed lateral placement analysis along with uids that
promote complex fracture propagation could be the solution. NUTECH’s work ow
utilizes high-resolution layering of petrophysics and geomechanics in their fracture
modeling combined with RTA to more accurately predict stimulated reservoir volume.
We are seeing the same signi cance in all other reservoirs as lateral placement along with
horizontal and vertical well spacing become more understood and can be optimized. Talk
to your NUTECH representative about taking your completion optimization to the next
level. More information can be found on the website at www.nutechenergy.com.
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Needing Reservoir Characterization in your area or an area of interest and curious if they
have been petrophysically and geomechanically studied and analyzed? Visit NUTECH’s
Interactive Map that shows the over 60,000 wells NUTECH has analyzed over the last 20
years!
Contact your local NUTECH Account Manager or call 281.812.4030.
Stay tuned as these NULOOK well petrophysical evaluations will soon be available
for order right from the internet.
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